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SPECIFICATIOMNS

TUBE,blued steel~-dia.
1.010 in. 1.010 in.

TUBE一dia,at front lens

3-5坡 in. 3-5 in.

WEIGHT,SCOPE only
RETICULE 一 Crosshairs standard (see paragraph

on Reticules below ).
FocuUs一Universal with adjustment to user「s vision:.
ADJUSTMENTS一Internal windage and elevation,

&graduated, 坡 “micrometer click.

See yeyeyrje iide joy 际eayer Mouizt 识foyzdii01

J]2.5 J4

.750 in. .750 in.

.750 in. 1.010 in.
10] in. 12 in.

砺炳 26 .
6 0z. 6) 0z.

  

Years of scope making experience have gone into

the development of the Models J2.5 and J4 Scopes.

They are reliable and sturdy for use on all r迫es,

heavy or light,for all kinds of shooting. Optically

they are the equal of scopes costing much more. In

dependabllity and Precision of adjustments they are

Surpassed by none. Such high value at moderate price

ls the result of improved lens making methods,pre-

clsion production, and long experience.

OPTICAL SySTEM

The optical systems are fully corrected with double

cemented compound achromatic lenses producing a

large brilliant feld of view,clear and sharp te the

edges. Eye relief ts long for safe use on blg game

rifes of heavy recoil Excellent illumination allows

easy use in poor light、Keen defiaition gives the

Preciston needed for small game. Easy aiming malees

Pliaking and general shooting twice as easy and

twice as much fun.

ADJUSTMENTS

Windage and elevation adjustments,of guaranteed

acCuracy,are internal and fully the

]J2.5 and ]J4 have click adjustments of target Precision

(each click gives a change of y2“ at 100 yards, 14“
at 50 yards, 17 at 200 yards, etc.) . The knobs are

equipPed with graduated discs which caan be set at

zerto after the gun is sighted in and can be marked

for long range settings Adjustments are Protected

from tampering or weather by threaded caps.

RETICULEs 口 乡中

Crosshairs are fast on blg game and running shots,

are accurate at long range, at small garne and targets,

]2.5 Scope Sbotg ii
IPeayer-Dejacbable

501求 Rizg Side Mox1Y

and dont cover the mark when holding high to allow

for long range bullet drop. Most present day experts

select crosshairs. Post reticule is optional; it is tapered

with a nartow fat top and has a horizontal crosshair.

Raage fnder reticule (with double horizontal cross-

hairs sPaced to cover 6“ at 100 yards) for long range

use and dot reticules are available at extra cost,See

folder on range fnder and other reticules.

ELIABILITY

Model J Scopes were designed with particular em:-

Phasis on strength and dependability, Simplicity of

construction makes them weatherproof,easy to clean

and adjust. A Model J Scope with Weaver-Detach-

able Mounts is as sturdy a combination as any obtain-

able,yet the scope and mount complete add only

about ) pound to the weight of the rife.

 



Choosing Betweemn 25 and 4 PBPower Scopes . . .

MODEI ]2.5 一 2 PoWER

For general shooting,for big game,and for much small
game,the J2.5 is usually preferred, It is fast and easily
used on running game. It is the sight to use for squirrels
in the woods and for other small game where the range is
not extreme and whean much of the shooting is done o
hand、 It is easier to use and always more accurate tban
metallic sights,It is still usable in light so dim tbat
metallic sights would be useless:.

MoODEL 4 一 4 PoWER

The extra magnifcation of the J4 makes it the choice for
long distance shooting.。 Many Prefer it for big game
huating in open country where most shots are over 150
yards. It is usually selected for small game and pest shoot-
ing wbhere long shots are taken at Chucks,croWws,hawks,
prairie dogs, and other varmints. The magnifcation and mi-
crometer click adjustments make the J4 well suited for this
kind of shooting where the greatest precision is required.

Both the J2.5 and J4 are sturdy and built for hard use. When attached to the rite
with Weaver Mounts, they can be depended upon to maintain their alignment and
the shooter can use them with confdence even after the roughest use.

tor

Model J Scopes

义 Moy

WModel ]2.5 Scoje

TyP5 N MoOUNITS (side bracket design) are pressed

from tough alloy steel: They are rigid and sturdy,

suitable for use on high power riftes as well as .22「5.

The dependability of the inexpensive N Mount has

been proved under all conditions and on large caliber

rites.

IPeayer-Deiacbabe 5p17 IPeayer-Detacpable
Rizg op Mowml Rizgs Si4e Mox11

WEAVER-DETACHABLE SPLIT RIMG MOUNTS, Top or

Side,are strong,attractive,completely dependable,

and hold the scope low as preferred by experienced

ritemen. V locating surfaces are used in combination

with an angular wedging surface that binds the V“s

of the base and upper part together to form a rigid,

solid unit. Extra bases allow use of the scope on sev-

eral riles. The scope can be removed in a few sec-

onds; replacement is accurate and dependable. To be

sure yout rite shoots where you aim,use a Weaver

Mount. Accuracy and dependability guaranteed.
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J SCOPE

TURRET

Shown With protec-
tive cap removed
fr o m “Windage

Adjustments
are micrometer click
type (each click
gives change of 2“
at 100 yards,]4“
科陈s 1 租
200 yards,etc.)

 

 

aln 2 。 fi 一仁
MoODEL J4 SCOP8 . , . 2 ,
RANGE FINDER RETICULIB, 标H沥
Dor RETICULE,extrta , 人
DETACHABLE MoOUNT (top or 沥C
S闹8 C
DRILL AND TApP for标 2
ATTACHING SCOPE TO RIFLB,打1 4.25
ATTACHING SCOPE TO RIFLB, M , . . . 3.00
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Weaver Lens Caps

 

Metallic grey plastic, Transparent windows permit emer-
gency use of the scope without removing the caps. Made
for all Weaver-Scopes、Price $2.00.

IPyile joy jo14err o8: Model 氏 Scoper, Model G Scopey
Cpopke.

W R.、WEAVER CO.,EL PASO,TEXARS
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